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First:  Top-view of pretzel  You must draw the pretzel from the top-view 
in scale.  This means, draw a circle with a diameter of 5 inches. Use a 
color key.   Label:  diameter, radius, chord, circumference, surface 
area, chord, and tangent.
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Next:  Side-view of pretzel!   You must draw your pretzel from the side 
as a rectangle in scale! This means, draw a rectangle with a length of 8 
inches and a width of 2 inches. Use a color key.   Label:  perimeter and 
area.  Then, calculate area in square inches and perimeter in inches.
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Next:  Advertisement:   Design an advertisement for your pretzel that 
includes 4 sentences and 4 vocabulary words.  The four sentences 
must include: one imperative (Command-example: Pass the ketchup.), 
one interrogative (Question-example: Do you have the ketchup?), one 
declarative (statement-example: Ketchup is made from tomatoes.), and 
one exclamatory (Shows emotion-example: Ketchup is delicious!). Also, 
use personification!  Finally, include four illustrations!
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Next:  Plan, Design, and Create!   Complete the design process and 
create your pretzel!
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Finally:  Design a Gift Box for your pretzel!  See the activity on the next 
page! You will be making an origami paper gift box!
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Descriptive Adjective Vocabulary List:

appealing copious flavorsome incisive

appetizing delectable gingery intriguing

aromatic distinctive gourmet layered

caramelized edible heart healthy lively
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Objective:  You have been hired by Barribeau Pretzel International Inc.  to design a 
design a new kind of chocolate covered pretzel!  Follow the directions and rubric on 
both sides to begin your employment!!
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Building a Fraction!
Choose five of the vocabulary adjectives.  Then, choose a quantity for each word! 
Each quantity must be different for each word. The total quantity for all the words 
must not exceed 25. Then, figure the data!
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Adjective Synonym Amount  
(Quantity)

Color

Write the fraction for each adjective you chose.  Then, write the factors of each numerator and 
denominator. Finally, find the greatest common factor!
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Complete the table below by filling in each 
adjective you chose.  Then, write a synonym 
for it.  Then, decide how many of them you 
want. Then, choose a color!

Complete a fractional representation of 
the words you chose by coloring a 
rectangle per each word’s quantity!


